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NEW YORK, Oct. 08, 2020 -- Vidaris, a SOCOTEC Company, announced today that it has acquired 
Veritas Advisory Group, Inc. (Veritas), a dispute resolution and project advisory firm focused on 
supporting counsel and their clients in the resolution of disputes and other business arbitration, 
including commercial matters, building and construction claims, project management related issues, 
for the energy, oil and gas, building, manufacturing, and real estate industry sectors working for 
major private companies, law firms and public organizations. Employing 40 professionals in Dallas 
and Houston Texas, the Veritas team of CPAs, MBAs, financial analysts, building and engineering 
professionals and information management experts assists clients in avoiding, mitigating, and 
resolving disputes through damage quantification, claims preparation, forensic investigations and 
expert testimony. 
 
“Adding Veritas to our team of experts further strengthens Vidaris’ role of facilitating an exemplary 
platform of integrated technical services for our clients and deepens our position as a leader and 
independent trusted third-party in dispute mitigation, resolution, and litigation support services in the 
building and industrial sectors,” said Marc Weissbach, Vidaris’ Chief Executive Officer. Weissbach 
goes on to say that “bringing together technical subject matter experts with schedule and delay 
analysis, lost productivity, and economic damages makes SOCOTEC a testing, inspection and 
certification leader in delivering holistic services within a very complex and fragmented market”. 
 
With the addition of Veritas, Vidaris employs more than 350 professionals, with roughly a third 
dedicated to providing dispute resolution and project advisory services for some of the most well-
known and respected building-related entities in the world. The combination of Veritas’ best-in-class 
dispute resolution tools with Vidaris’ suite of architecture and engineering Testing, Inspection and 
Certification (TIC) consulting services is evidence of Vidaris’ commitment to building a 
comprehensive technical and administrative platform of solutions for clients involved in all facets of 
construction. 
 
Link to original press release: 

http://resources.vidaris.com/blog/vidaris-acquires-veritas-advisory-group-inc 
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